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Remembering the

I talian L ine

I ntroduction

E

xuberance in design.

Grand ballrooms, domed restaurants, cabins akin to a palace, and outdoor pools styled after
Venetian beaches. Everything carved and gilded. Or streamlined decor, celebrated to this day
as hallmarks of modern design. Color and art filled public rooms.
That sums up Italian liners from
the 1920s to the 1970s.
The Italian Line operated from
1932 to 1977 but its antecedents
introduced grand ships
beginning in the 1920s. On the
following pages we’ll peek into
these floating palaces.
The early years of the 20th
century were anything but
auspicious for Italian ships
and shipbuilders. For example,
here’s the Principessa Jolanda
launching into Mediterranean at
Riva Trigoso in September 1907.
She’s the biggest and most luxurious ship yet to come from Italy. The seas are flat, the spectators
joyous, and onboard the tables are set for a celebratory feast. What could possibly go wrong?

Don Leavitt
President of the Board of SSHSA
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U

nfortunately, the shipyard hadn’t loaded coal for ballast. Within minutes the Principessa
Jolanda heeled over and sank, creating the greatest “oops” in shipyard history. The ship was
declared a total loss and scrapped on the spot.

Sponsored by

Jason Arabian
“Whether by sabotage or human error, eliminating
system downtime or mitigating operator malfunction
is critical to productivity and success. The experts at
CMIT Solutions help clients navigate today’s complex
technology environments.“
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Captain’s
table
Sponsor

A

new breed of Italian liners emerged after World War One, ships that would actually float
after launching. Here is Lloyd Sabaudo’s Conte Biancamano of 1925, shown at sea. (SSHSA
Fairchild Bowler Collection)

Sponsored by

J i m S h u t t l e w o rt h
“Promote maritime history, form an SSHSA Chapter.”

Past
SSHSA
board
member
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S

ister ship Conte Grande lived up to her name. Here is the First Class Dining Room, where
every inch was carved and gilded. Lloyd Sabaudo described the effect as “colorful artistry and
brilliance.” Compare this photo with page xx which shows this room after a dramatic post-war
make-over. (SSHSA Arthur Cox Jr. Collection)

Sponsored by

T e r ry T i lt o n & B a r ry E a g e r
SSHSA recognizes and appreciates your “combinedcumulative” board service of over 50 years!
board
members
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T

he Grand Entrance Hall of the Roma. The Italian Line described it as “Early Renaissance”. Less
charitable wags dubbed the style as “carved-to-death” or “Roxy Movie Palace Grand”. (SSHSA
Archives)

Sponsored by

Stephen Lash
“Proud to be a 25 year SSHSA member!”

SSHSA
ADVIsor
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O

ne of the most impressive restaurants ever to sail the high seas, the First Class Dining Saloon
on the Roma featured two levels of seating surrounding a dome that topped out at 34’ above
the floor. The brochure describes the style as “Northern Italian patrician mansion of the 18th
century.” (SSHSA George Hawley Collection)

Sponsored by

S q u a n t u m A s s o c i at i o n
“In 1870, Captain Shubael H. Cady acquired
this property and The Squantum Club was
organized. A Constitution was drawn in
1871 and later, a Charter “for the purpose
of Culture” was granted to the Squantum
Association. Today Squantum welcome’s
SSHSA to its facilities, and looks forward to
promoting education, maritime kinship and
culture together.”
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E

ven the staterooms on the Roma looked like something out of the Vatican. The deluxe suite
also came with a sitting room and a private bath, each as grand as the bedroom. (SSHSA
George Hawley Collection)

Sponsored by

J e f f & M a r i ly n n M a c k l i n &
M u r r ay K i l g o u r
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F

antastically detailed cutaways provided prospective passengers an intimate look inside a ship.
In this cutaway for the Orazio and Virgilio, the liner is populated by Lilliputian people including
officers on the Bridge, revelers in the Lounge, and a woman preparing for a soak in a marble
bathtub. (Courtesy Nautiques.net)
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Sponsored by

The Wolfsonian–Florida International University is proud to be aboard
this evening and welcomes members of the Steamship Historical
Society of America to disembark either in Miami Beach or Genoa to
learn more about our Italian fleet collections.

Double
page

sponsor
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T

wo new superliners were introduced in 1932, the Rex and Conte di Savoia, shown here.
Throughout the 1930s they competed for prestige and passengers with other ships-of-state such
as France’s Normandie and England’s Queen Mary. (SSHSA Kenneth Gilbert Collection)

Sponsored by

N a u t i q u e s & D o n L e av i t t
To find relics from the Italian Line
and much more for sale,
visit www.nautiques.net,
your online source for liner
SSHSA
antiques, ephemera,
Board
and memorabilia.
president
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nautiques.net

B

oth ships were fast and Italian Line captains loved to arrange full-speed passings in mid-ocean.
This 1933 view of Rex was taken onboard the Conte di Savoia. (SSHSA Everette Viez Collection)

Sponsored by

Bill McLin & Mac McKeon
“In appreciation of the exceptional leadership provided 			
by our Board and staff “.
Past
SSHSA
board
member
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T

he Rex’s Sports Deck, taken from a famous 1932 brochure. The artists
were the husband and wife team of Vittorio Accornero and Edina Altara,
who painted under the pseudonym Max Ninon. In their dramatic style, the
ship was always oversized. (SSHSA Archives)

Sponsored by

John & Mélie Spofford
12

A

nother Accornero and Altara illustration, this time of the First Class
Dining Saloon on the Rex. In their Rex world, the women are all svelte and
clad in slinky gowns with furs draped seductively. The men are ramrod
straight, elegantly tailored, and inevitably smoking. (SSHSA Archives)

Sponsored by

John & Mélie Spofford
“Thanks to all at SSHSA for keeping ship-board life alive.”
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R

ex’s Lido Deck where travelers along the Italian Line’s “Sunny Southern Route” could enjoy the
outdoors. In this photo by famed New York photographer Byron, the pool is empty while the ship was
docked in Manhattan. (SSHSA Everette Viez Collection)

Sponsored by

G a b r i e l C a p r i o , T h e M c C a rt y
F a m i ly , T h e T at e w o s i a n F a m i ly &
R o n O s wa l d & J e a n W o rt
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T

he Rex’s poolside Veranda Cafe looked just the place to enjoy a cool drink while the ship raced
across the Atlantic. (SSHSA Everette Viez Collection)

Sponsored by

M a ry P ay n e
“Bob Foley and I are passionate about S.T.E.A.M.
and living history… drop a line when in the
Philadelphia area.”
former
board
president
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I

n contrast to the ornate Rex, the Conte di Savoia’s interior design was the epitome of
streamlined chic. It was the work of Gustavo Pulitzer Finali. This is the First Class Vestibule,
described by the Italian Line as “luminous and airy, with a modern and harmonious style ...”
(SSHSA Kenneth R. Gilbert Collection)

Saluting

B r e n t & R e l ly D i b n e r
The Dibners have provided the vision and
support to help develop and launch SSHSA’s
education program, Steaming into the Future,
www.shiphistory.org.
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Past
SSHSA
board
member

SSHSA
ADVIsor

I

n comparison with the exuberant space on the Rex, Pulitzer’s First Class Dining Saloon on the Conte
di Savoia is elegantly restrained and would not have looked out of place in a liner built decades in
the future. (SSHSA Kenneth R. Gilbert Collection)

Sponsored by

A rt & M e a d e F e r g u s o n
“Here’s an image of our favorite
ship leaving Sydney Harbor.
Oriana was such a remarkable
ship in so many ways. Glad
to support SSHSA in order to
preserve and share memories.”

SSHSA
ADVIsor
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A

famous Italian Line advertisement showing the combined North Atlantic fleet. From left to right,
Conte di Savoia, Roma, Saturnia, Augustus, Vulcania, Conte Grande, and Rex. Only three of these
seven ships would survive the coming world war. (SSHSA Arthur Cox, Jr. Collection)
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Sponsored by

Mike Fisher
“Fondly recalling, long ago, being a kid with my grandfather
on a voyage of the MS Vulcania.”

Double
page

sponsor
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A

new era and a new design. With Rex, Conte di Savoia, Roma, Augustus, and other ships
destroyed during the war, the Italian Line turned to fleet rebuilding in the 1950s. The sleek lines
shown on their first new post-war liner, Giulio Cesare of 1951, would influence ship design for the next
decade. (SSHSA Fairchild Bowler Collection)

Sponsored by

C e s a r e & M a r g h e r i ta S o r i o
“Always happy to help SSHSA in any way we can.”

honorary
dinner
chairman
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SSHSA
ADVIsor

A

lso returning to the fleet were Conte Grande and Conte Biancamano. Their original carved-todeath interiors were destroyed in troopship use. The replacements were startlingly modern. Compare
the Conte Grande’s post-war First Class Dining Room with its pre-war version on page four. (SSHSA
Joseph Cianflone Collection)

Saluting

H e r i ta g e H a r b o r F o u n d at i o n &
P at r i c k T. C o n l e y
For leadership and support in education,
history and maritime heritage.
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M

any consider this ship, the Andrea Doria of 1953, as the most beautiful liner of all time. Savor those
sleek, well-balanced lines on the Italian Line flagship. (SSHSA Archives)

Sponsored by

Sandy Thomson &
Thordon Bearings
SSHSA congratulates Sandy as SNAME’s 2019 Elmer D. Sperry Award winner for
innovation and practical application of transportation industry products.

SSHSA
ADVIsor
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I

nstead of soaring ceilings, public rooms on the Andrea Doria were one deck high. Troupe l’oeil
backdrops provided drama, including in the First Class Lounge where a statue of Admiral Andrea Doria
held court. (SSHSA Archives)

Sponsored by

H e n ry P o s n e r III & A n n e M. M o l l o y
“The choice to sponsor the Andrea Doria image was an easy one due to a three-generation, though somewhat awkward,
legend within the Posner family.
My grandfather owned a table that he referred to “ the Andrea Doria table”, a story that seemed plausible due to its colorful,
three-dimensional nautical theme. Ultimately it passed through two generations to us, and we eventually decided to look for a
suitable home for this spectacular piece.
Alas, research by a steamship furniture authority revealed that while it was from an upscale line of Italian furniture of that era
and worthy of a place at Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Museum, it was definitely not from the Andrea Doria. Had we been more
attentive to maritime history, we should have figured out that as the ship only lasted five years, it is doubtful that she would have
gone in for a refit so early in her career……. but the story would not have been nearly as interesting.
While Henry Posner Sr. was not a steamship enthusiast per se, he was a frequent traveler on the French Line,
and in fact claimed that he would not go to Europe unless he could get the Normandie Suite on the SS
France. The Andrea Doria is therefore a nice way of tying a bow around three generations of Posner family
steamship history, or at least steamship legends.

SSHSA
ADVIsor

And there is one more connection: Anne’s best friend’s family owned a restaurant named the Andrea, of
course in honor of the ship.”
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A

ll that beauty slipped under the sea on July 26, 1956, when the Swedish American liner
Stockholm rammed into the Andrea Doria in the fog. (SSHSA Jack Shaum Collection)

Sponsored by

E r i c T a k a k ji a n
“Captains Eric and Lori Takakjian wishing the
Steamship Historical Society of America all the
best for a bright future.”

board
member
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Sponsored by

John
Miottel

A

dramatic view of the Leonardo da Vinci sailing
under New York’s Verrazano Bridge. The ship was built as a
replacement for the lost Andrea Doria. The Italian Line laid it
on thick in describing their new flagship: “Sleek Queen of the
Atlantic, she wears, with her azure mantle of Bride of the Seas,
the resplendent tiara of her country, a glittering ambassador
of Italian civilization.” (SSHSA Jay Allen Collection)

“All the best to all
SSHSA members
& greetings fellow
ocean liner buffs from
John ‘Crash’ Miottel
and Pip.”
miottelmuseum.com
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T

imes had changed since the era of the Roma’s 3-story domed restaurant. Here in Leonardo da
Vinci’s First Class Capri Dining Room, the design centered around wood paneling and earth tones.
(SSHSA Archives)

Honoring

R ebecca S i m m o n s &
H otel Q u een M a ry
Longtime ambassadors of ship history.

www.queenmary.com
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T

he louvered wood ceiling in the Leonardo da Vinci’s First Class Tapestry Room diffused light.
Gustavo Pulitzer Finali of Conte di Savoia fame was the lead designer for the ship’s interiors. (SSHSA
Archives)

Sponsored by

R ich ard B a rwis & J o h n G osch ke
Proud producers of PowerShips magazine.
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A

superb cutaway by prolific maritime artist Attilio Storace in 1964 showing the Italian Line’s
upcoming flagships, Michelangelo and Raffaello. Once again delightful tiny passengers and
crew populate the ship. (SSHSA Archives)
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Sponsored by

T h o m a s C. R a g a n
“In Memory of James Korrie Brehm”
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A

dramatic aerial photograph of the outbound Michelangelo passing
Lower Manhattan in August 1965. (SSHSA Jay Allen Collection)

Sponsored by

B u z z S m a rt
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table
sponsor

I

n this August 1965 view, Raffaello has just arrived in New York on her maiden voyage. On the other
side of the pier is sister ship Michelangelo. The distinctive lattice-wrapped funnels were dubbed by
some as “upside down trash cans”. (SSHSA Jay Allen Collection)

Sponsored by

Doug Tilden
“Congratulations to the SSHSA on
on keeping our martime legacy
relevant. Full Steam Ahead!!!”
SSHSA
ADVIsor
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P ostscript

F

aced with huge losses, the Italian government pulled its support for the Italian Line in the
mid-1970s. The remaining fleet was sold off. Some were destroyed by fire (Leonardo da Vinci and
Raffello) and others were scrapped (Cristoforo Colombo and Michelangelo). After 55-years, the
Italian Line and its exuberant ships were no more.
But what of Italy’s shipbuilding industry? Recall the tragic Principessa Jolanda which flopped over
and sank upon launch at Riva Trigoso near Genoa. Here’s what’s on the site today – a Fincantieri
shipyard. Fincantieri is one of the largest shipbuilders in the world with 20 yards on 4 continents. It
has built an astonishing 80 cruise ships since 1990.
Italian ocean liners might be gone, but Italian-built cruise ships rule the seas in the 21st century.
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